GSS 89 LEAS Full Autos

This 5 day class will cover state of the art Full Auto Firearms commonly seen in Law Enforcement today. It will also cover feeding, extraction, ejection and fire control systems of these firearms in detail. 1 unit.

**POST Certified** California and Nevada

SUGGESTED FIREARMS

- H&K MP5- all variations including suppressed
- M-16- all variations
- Ruger AC- series Mini-14’s “Optional”
  
  **For law enforcement ONLY!** Any full-auto you may wish to learn more about, any illegal full autos or suppressors that you need to familiarize yourselves with.

  MAGS & AMMO ARE A MUST!

TOOL LIST

- Tool box you can lock
- Smooth jawed pliers
- Screwdrivers – high quality one piece (no two piece screwdriver sets)
- Assorted files with handles
- Needle file set
- 2 or 4 oz ballpeen hammer
- Pin punch set
- Dremel or foredom tool (foot rheostat extremely helpful)
- Assorted grinding stones and small burrs “optional”
- Dial caliper
- Honing stones ½ x ½ x 6” medium and fine
- Bench mat or square of carpeting
- Gun cleaning equipment
- Breakfree or Gun oil
- Pliers – (Needle nose, standard and smooth jawed)
- Dummy rounds in calibers for your firearms
- Safety glasses
- Ear Muffs or plugs
- Assorted emory paper (150, 220, 320 grit)
- Shop rags
- Bench light, clamp on, with exterior light bulbs
- Cold blue
- Degreaser (denatured alcohol or mineral spirits)
- Round toothpicks
- Cotton Swabs and/or pipe cleaners
• All magazines used in your firearms or that have had any problems in your firearms
• Any other appropriate tools – specific for the firearms you bring
• Padlocks – for the gun lockers
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• Ammo for the firearms you bring (You will need a minimum of 300 rounds for the
  firearm you want to take to the range for a final)
• Any full auto or semi-auto firearms you want to work on or study
• Any extra parts that you feel you will need instruction as to the correct fitting procedures
• Armorer kits for M-16 style and HK style rifles if you have them
• .223 and 5.56 headspace gauges